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“CREATIVITY IS… SEEING SOMETHING THAT DOESN’T EXIST ALREADY. 
YOU NEED TO FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN BRING IT INTO BEING AND THAT 
WAY BE A PLAYMATE WITH GOD.”

“THE WORLD IS BUT A CANVAS TO THE IMAGINATION.”

“TO DRAW, YOU MUST CLOSE YOUR EYES AND SING.”

“THE RELATION BETWEEN WHAT WE SEE AND WHAT WE KNOW IS NEVER 
SETTLED. EACH EVENING WE SEE THE SUN SET. WE KNOW THAT THE 
EARTH IS TURNING AWAY FROM IT. YET THE KNOWLEDGE, THE EXPLANA-
TION, NEVER QUITE FITS THE SIGHT.”

- Michele Shea

- Henry David Thoreau

- Pablo Picasso

- John Berger, Ways of Seeing
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“IF SIGHT IS A GIFT MOST OF US ARE FORTUNATE ENOUGH TO HAVE 
AND USE EVERY DAY, TRULY SEEING IS ANOTHER THING ENTIRELY.  
SEEING BEYOND SIGHT IS THE VERY ACT OF CREATING!”

“IF SIGHT IS A GIFT MOST OF US ARE FORTUNATE ENOUGH TO HAVE 
AND USE EVERY DAY, TRULY SEEING IS ANOTHER THING ENTIRELY.  
SEEING BEYOND SIGHT IS THE VERY ACT OF CREATING!”

EDITOR’S NOTE
SHIRIN SUBHANI
Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become curators of stories of coura-
geous creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and 
expression that involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability in a collective forum. More about 
Shirin and Shahana: www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html 
And connect with us on Facebook/flying chickadee.
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Dear Reader,

Happy New Year! We are excited to shine new light on 2015 with an issue on ‘Creative Seeing’!

If sight is a gift most of us are fortunate enough to have and use every day, truly seeing is another thing entirely.  Seeing 
beyond sight is the very act of creating! Those who have vision in their sight, those who see deeply the soul of another or 
patterns in the universe, or truths in their own inner space, savoring every detail and yet zooming out to make patterns 
and connections that build a big picture … these are the people who create with their sight, insight and vision!  

This January issue presents to you just such visionary and insightful creators. In Walking with Kabir, discover how fea-
tured contributor Shabnam Virmani set out to show the conflicted and divided world of mystic Kabir to others and ended 
up truly seeing her own conflicted and divided self instead, eventually finding wholeness in ambiguity. In Imagination 
Untamed by Incarceration, get behind the lens of photographer Willow Paule’s camera and witness how inmates of Indo-
nesian prisons create and use art to fundamentally transform their prison experiences. And in Queer InSight, dive into the 
process used by Rukie Hartman and Aparajeeta “Sasha” Duttchoudhury to create an anthology of South Asian queer and 
transgender family stories, that ends up shaping their own stories and experiences. And, ride along with youth Vibhu Iyer 
in the Vitamobile K800, as he shares his uniquely detailed design vision for his new car! 

Follow poet Prachi Joshi Johar’s gentle Footfalls on a mountain road as they come alive to tell you multiple stories, and 
smile along as artist John Subaykan connects with his kids with lunchtime love notes through Sandwich Art. Finally, 
dialogue with artist Paula Metallo to discover how she finds inspiration from a deep need to make whole what she sees 
in the world.

Will this issue have you creating simply by seeing anew?

Shirin

EDITOR’S NOTE



“I PHOTOGRAPHED THE ARTWORK THEY HAD MADE IN LOCK-UP, AND 
NOTICED HOW THEIR ART PRACTICE HAD FUNDAMENTALLY CHANGED 
THEIR PRISON EXPERIENCE..”

“I PHOTOGRAPHED THE ARTWORK THEY HAD MADE IN LOCK-UP, AND 
NOTICED HOW THEIR ART PRACTICE HAD FUNDAMENTALLY CHANGED 
THEIR PRISON EXPERIENCE.”

Willow is a photographer and educator who splits her time between the US and Southeast Asia. 
After gaining experience working in social work and educational settings, she focused on photo-
graphing people’s stories in Indonesia and the US. Willow is a Fulbright alumna and she teaches 
elementary photography courses in Phoenix, USA and Lopburi, Thailand. Her images are used 
by Indonesian and American nonprofits and human rights organizations and have been exhib-
ited in the US and Indonesia. She contributes to The Jakarta Post and Inside Indonesia. Visit her 
website: www.willowpaule.com or her blog: www.willowpaule.com/blog

WILLOW PAULE
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IMAGINATION UNTAMED BY INCARCERATION



“AFTER A FEW YEARS OF VISITING THE PRISON AND GETTING TO KNOW 
MORE ABOUT HIS PREDICAMENT, I DECIDED TO USE PHOTOGRAPHY TO 
EXPLORE THE AFTERMATH OF INCARCERATION ON INDIVIDUALS AND 
THEIR FAMILIES.”

IMAGINATION UNTAMED BY INCARCERATION
My Indonesian friend showed me an ink drawing in red and black. “This is the first time I celebrated my birthday in 
prison,” he said. “It’s called, ‘Happy and Crying’.” 

In 2011, when I was in Indonesia teaching, a friend of mine was imprisoned with a tough sentence for his first drug 
offense. After a few years of visiting the prison and getting to know more about his predicament, I decided to use 
photography to explore the aftermath of incarceration on individuals and their families. 

In 2013, I began documenting this friend and another person—both of whom had been released from prison by that 
time. I photographed the artwork they had made in lock-up, and noticed how their art practice had fundamentally 
changed their prison experience. They had used their adept vision to document the injustices and range of emotions 
they had felt while imprisoned, and I could see that this had helped them balance external pressures and create 
multi-layered artwork out of a traumatic experience. 

It is now my vision that my photos of these men, their families, and their art practice will help create dialog about 
how to make the justice system more functional.

I worked hard trying to gain access to other subjects. While I was able to get in touch with some other ex-inmates 
who enjoyed sharing their stories with me and spent time speaking to these potential subjects in person (as Indo-
nesian culture dictates) and explaining what I wanted to do, ultimately, they decided that they were not interested in 
being documented. 

I was reminded that developing a relationship is important and difficult work. These men had faced much stigma and 
discrimination, and although I explained that my intentions were positive, they didn’t trust me yet. I was allowed to 
photograph them once in a drop-in center they ran, which served people with heroin addictions. However, they



were hesitant to let me into other parts of their life, the personal parts I really needed to document to stay true 
to my project focus. Without anyone else who wanted to commit long term, and with limited time available, I 
decided to focus on my two original subjects for the first phase of my project. 

The two men who committed to this project were interested in sharing their stories because they thought that 
everyone – locally and abroad – should know the realities that prisoners face in Indonesia. They hope that the 
stigma of drug use and prison time can be transcended so that we can get to the work of making change.

Through my research and conversations with these former inmates in Indonesia, I discovered that they had faced 
corruption, extortion, and violence in prison. I found that people were often convicted without solid evidence, 
that they sometimes possessed small amounts of narcotics or marijuana but were given long drug distribution 
sentences, while large time dealers got off with lighter sentences. Corruption was rampant, and the person with 
the fattest wallet got the best treatment. I learned that mentally ill people often became police targets, and pe-
riodically drugs were planted on them in order for police to meet arrest quotas. Once they were locked up, they 
didn’t necessarily receive adequate care, and they sometimes created turmoil in the cramped cells they shared 
with the general population. Many people told me disheartening stories about human rights issues in Indonesian 
prisons.

In such an institutional setting with all its turmoil and uncertainty, my photography work enabled me to see how 
my subjects’ art practices helped them transcend the madness and reconcile their experiences inside prison with 
their lives outside. Themes of loneliness, chaos, and frustration were prominent in their artwork and recollec-
tions of prison time. Throwing themselves into creating a record of their experiences and feelings while in prison 
helped them process all the things they faced, and seemed to sustain them while in a difficult situation. Similar 
to a person who practices meditation to tackle stress in their life, my subjects’ art practices helped them navi-
gate their unsettled and imperfect lives away from home with some imagination and calm.

“IN SUCH AN INSTITUTIONAL SETTING WITH ALL ITS TURMOIL AND 
UNCERTAINTY, MY PHOTOGRAPHY WORK ENABLED ME TO SEE HOW 
MY SUBJECTS’ ART PRACTICES HELPED THEM TRANSCEND THE 
MADNESS AND RECONCILE THEIR EXPERIENCES INSIDE PRISON 
WITH THEIR LIVES OUTSIDE.”

WILLOW PAULE
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This project has been grounding for me. It has taught me to work extremely hard to move forward with my goals 
even when there hasn’t been an external push. I have learned to practice tenacity in forging relationships, to con-
tinue shooting when I felt my images were not yet capturing the stories I saw in front of my eyes, and to research the 
prison and justice system to become better informed. I have gained experience analyzing my subjects’ artwork and 
my own photographs, finding obscured meanings. This project has made me a more well-rounded photographer and 
has helped me develop my skills to pursue humanitarian photography.

Having the chance to meet former inmates, some with drug addictions, has further impressed upon me that this is 
a human issue, and something that affects us all. I am amazed by the strength people show in navigating the prison 
system, and then reacclimatizing, in some cases, excelling, at life on the outside. The project has made me even 
more interested in telling truthful, sensitive stories about everyday people. I’m learning how stigma can really inhibit 
change and I want the climate to change so former inmates feel empowered to speak up in a safe way about how 
they can be supported.

As my project captured my Indonesian subjects’ day-to-day interactions and experiences, I always strove to docu-
ment with balance and fairness. I worked slowly and revisited my subjects to really get to know them. I tried to pho-
tograph them with honesty and kindness because I was aware of their vulnerability. During my work and interactions, 
I continually reflected on these questions - What are the effects of locking up drug offenders? Are there negative or 
unintended effects? Is it changing the offenders, their communities and families for the better? 

I want this work to be accessible to people and families who have experienced incarceration as well those who have 
no prior contact with people who have been imprisoned. Understanding someone’s struggles develops empathy and 
will help people who feel unaffected by mass incarceration become more aware about the issue.  It is my intention 
that this project will facilitate dialog. It can be used so inmates can gain support from the community in making good 
choices and finding positive paths. 

“THIS PROJECT HAS ... TAUGHT ME TO WORK EXTREMELY HARD TO MOVE 
FORWARD WITH MY GOALS EVEN WHEN THERE HASN’T BEEN AN EXTER-
NAL PUSH. I HAVE LEARNED TO PRACTICE TENACITY IN FORGING RELA-
TIONSHIPS, TO CONTINUE SHOOTING WHEN I FELT MY IMAGES WERE NOT 
YET CAPTURING THE STORIES I SAW IN FRONT OF MY EYES...”

IMAGINATION UNTAMED BY INCARCERATION



I intend to partner with nonprofits in Indonesia and the US who work with exiting inmates using this photo series 
to add to the discussion about prison reform and to create evidence for the need to have appropriate services 
available for exiting inmates. I am researching the continuation of this project here in the US and hope to start 
photographing soon. 

I enjoy helping everyday people tell their stories visually. And, I am excited and grateful to be embracing my 
creative skills to work on something that I truly believe can bring about positive change. 
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“DURING MY WORK AND INTERACTIONS, I CONTINUALLY REFLECT-
ED ON THESE QUESTIONS - WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS OF LOCKING 
UP DRUG OFFENDERS? ARE THERE NEGATIVE OR UNINTENDED EF-
FECTS? IS IT CHANGING THE OFFENDERS, THEIR COMMUNITIES 
AND FAMILIES FOR THE BETTER?”

WILLOW PAULE



“... THIS MUTE BEARER, OF EACH FOOTSTEP, MAKES A SILENT NOTE...”“... THIS MUTE BEARER, OF EACH FOOTSTEP, MAKES A SILENT NOTE...”

PRACHI JOSHI JOHAR
From content creation and editing to brand development and training, Prachi has worn many 
hats. She is the author of several books and board games for children between 4 and 14 
years of age. But what she likes best is to be a wordsmith. While she gives vent to that pas-
sion in the real world as a copywriter with an ad agency presently, her poetry is her gateway 
to the surreal world. And she has reason to believe that from tiny little leaves to colossal 
mountains, there is a poem hidden everywhere and all that you need to do is open the eyes 
of your soul to see the magic unfold.

FOOTFALLS
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This was a mountain road much travelled
Nothing much but a surface of tar and concrete
An insignificant surface to tread feet on
As its travellers mull over triumph and defeat.

A winding serpentine path connecting hither to thither
Humanity’s stride towards making accessible the remote
Baked in the sun’s fervor and frozen in the snow’s frostiness
This mute bearer, of each footstep, makes a silent note.

Gentle footfalls, barely making contact
Like the fleeting first touch across the cheek
Enough to scorch the insides with yearning
And flood the heart with a tingling creek.

These are lovers, making their foray into a dizzying world
Gliding, ready to fly, enthused and energized
The hearts pounding with a throb of jubilation
A spectacular vision, a thrill which only passion can guide.

 Urgent footfalls, zealous and swift
Like the confident plant taking root in amiable soil
A natural expansion for strengthening the base
An eager diligence embarking on sweat and toil.

These are success seekers, hungry with ambition
An appetite that describes who they are
Walking to a space that embodies their dreams
Kindles their brain, infuses them with power.

PRACHI JOSHI JOHAR



FOOTFALLS

Steady  footfalls, measured and contemplated
Like a well-rehearsed performance emerging on stage
A convinced anticipation of a standing ovation
An experienced stoicism that marks a coming of age.

These are leaders packed with controlled explosives, 
Blowing away tons of mountainous impediment to mere rubble
Fortified with conquests and fired with chasing new territory
They strike balance between the fierce tangible and dreams supple.

Nimble footfalls, like the spray coming off a foaming cascade
With an ability to sparkle and tantalize with its glistening impact
Each droplet loaded with the force of its reservoir source
Yet light and crystal-like in clarity on finding its landing tract.

These are dreamers gifted with sight for invisible threads
Weaving dreams, spinning fantasy, creating a curious spread
Minds abuzz with streaking acrobats of intriguing thoughts 
A reflection of a hundred hues, a luminosity of a thousand watts.

Furtive footsteps, like a lamp’s flame awaiting the wind gust
Counting its moments till it is tossed into a dangerous dance
Crackling with anxiety, weighed down with fear of peril
Nothing to stave off the fright demons that about the periphery prance. 

These are paranoia stabbed sufferers, scripting a panic treatise 
Going to pieces in a fear canister, motley of attacks their brains surmise.
Each terrifying day they battle a self-inflicted, self-conjured assault
Killing the army of nightmares only to create some more in their fear vault. 
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PRACHI JOSHI JOHAR

Weightless footfalls, like a wisp of cloud suspended in the air
A globule of nothingness despite the heavy moisture it bears.
At ease during its construction, the coming together of vapour and dust
At peace in its obliteration, as it erases itself in a bout of rainwater bursts.

These are equanimity practitioners, seeking the larger truth
Marching beyond the cycle of life and death, old age and youth.
Seeing the world as nothing but a mirage, a dream in a state of wakefulness
Striving to excavate their souls that lie buried under sensation-induced wilderness. 

Each random contact brings its own vibration, 
Its own set of reconciliation and dissent
Transmitting its pack of demons and Gods
Ranging from rage and compassion to simmer and content.

Each footfall moving in tandem, in search of its own destination 
Charged with its own abilities and seeking its own satiation
No two similar in aptitude and desire, hunger or trepidation
Some carrying the weight of the albatross, some moving towards salvation.



Shabnam is a filmmaker, singer and artist in residence at the Srishti, Bangalore. Her work at the 
Kabir Project consists of a series of ongoing journeys exploring contemporary expressions of 
Bhakti, Baul and Sufi poetry through songs, images and conversations.

SHABNAM VIRMANI
WALKING WITH KABIR

“...THE STORY FOR ME DIDN’T PROCEED ACCORDING TO SCRIPT. 
THERE WERE SURPRISES AND TRANSFORMATIONS KABIR HAD 
IN STORE FOR ME. I HAD SET OUT THINKING I WOULD PREACH 
KABIR TO THE VIOLENT, MISGUIDED ONES OUT THERE. BUT SOON 
KABIR STARTED SPEAKING TO ME, IN HERE.”

“...THE STORY FOR ME DIDN’T PROCEED ACCORDING TO SCRIPT. 
THERE WERE SURPRISES AND TRANSFORMATIONS KABIR HAD 
IN STORE FOR ME. I HAD SET OUT THINKING I WOULD PREACH 
KABIR TO THE VIOLENT, MISGUIDED ONES OUT THERE. BUT SOON 
KABIR STARTED SPEAKING TO ME, IN HERE. ”
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SHABNAM VIRMANI

My search for Kabir started in 2002. I was living in Ahmedabad when the Godhra event happened and I wit-
nessed the anti-Muslim pogrom which unfolded in the state of Gujarat.  Immediately Kabir seemed to call out, 
‘Sadho, dekho jag baurana! (Oh seekers, see the world’s gone mad!)’. I instinctively felt, yes, this man is saying 
what I feel.

In 2003, I set out on a series of journeys, camera in hand, venturing into diverse socio-cultural, religious and 
musical landscapes, meeting with people who sing, love, quote, revere and make meaning of Kabir for their 
lives. Six years later some of these experiences found expression in four documentary films, several music CDs 
and books. 

But while I journeyed into outer worlds, at Kabir’s constant bidding, I also journeyed within – and the story for 
me didn’t proceed according to script. There were surprises and transformations Kabir had in store for me. I had 
set out thinking I would preach Kabir to the violent, misguided ones out there. But soon Kabir started speaking 
to me, in here. 

******

Soon he started showing me the fissures in my own mind, the violence (gross or subtle) and the dishonesties I 
am capable of when I construct and defend my ego. He showed me how I subtly ‘other’ multiple categories of 
people in order to consolidate my identity and how this ‘othering’ keeps me locked in dualistic ways of perceiv-
ing myself and the world. I saw how this inner reality linked with my outer one, how a dishonesty and violence 
at the individual level unfolds into pogroms and war at the larger level, as we ‘other’ whole communities while 
defending our collective egos of sect or nation. This is not what I was expecting to find on these journeys – to 
find myself complicit in the social scenario I had set out to condemn, at least in some measure.

“I WAS LIVING IN AHMEDABAD WHEN THE GODHRA EVENT HAP-
PENED AND I WITNESSED THE ANTI-MUSLIM POGROM WHICH UN-
FOLDED IN THE STATE OF GUJARAT.  IMMEDIATELY KABIR SEEMED 
TO CALL OUT, ‘SADHO, DEKHO JAG BAURANA!’”



There is an amazing multiplicity in the living traditions of Kabir. He inhabits many cultures and opposing social 
paradigms, and yet refuses to be contained or defined by any one of them. So, nudged by Kabir himself, each of 
my four documentary films journeys across a boundary of some kind, both the physical borders drawn across our 
geographic realities as well as those etched in the treacherous terrains of our own minds. 

The film Had Anhad: Journeys with Ram and Kabir probes the divides created by religion and nationalism and 
journeys from India to Pakistan.

Koi Sunta Hai: Journeys with Kumar and Kabir probes the boundaries we create in the realms of knowledge, art 
and music. 

A cross-cultural friendship is subtly evoked by the film Chalo Hamara Des: Journeys with Kabir and Friends, 
strengthened by porous ego borders and open-mindedness. As that film traverses the physical landscapes of 
rural India and North America, it is really traversing hearts and minds, crossing bridges of understanding, despite 
difference.

I too decided to walk over to ‘other’ sides that made me uncomfortable. Coming as I did from an agnostic family 
background and having been inspired later by the leftist ethos of social activism in my 20s and 30s, I had a deep 
mistrust of religion, rituals and gurus. When I ventured into the religious contexts of Kabir, I was uncomfortable, 
startled and deeply disoriented to discover my response – first confusion, and then a creeping empathy.

Spending three days in a small village at their annual festival celebrating a ritual worship of their guru, I was able 
to see quite critically the divisiveness of religion, its unholy nexus with politics and commerce, the distortions and

“SOON HE STARTED SHOWING ME THE FISSURES IN MY OWN MIND, 
THE VIOLENCE (GROSS OR SUBTLE) AND THE DISHONESTIES I AM CA-
PABLE OF WHEN I CONSTRUCT AND DEFEND MY EGO. HE SHOWED ME 
HOW I SUBTLY ‘OTHER’...AND HOW THIS ‘OTHERING’ KEEPS ME LOCKED 
IN DUALISTIC WAYS OF PERCEIVING MYSELF AND THE WORLD.”

WALKING WITH KABIR
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exploitation in the practice of ritual.  And, I was also moved to see the faith and spirit with which people gath-
ered there. I began to recognize the power and attraction rituals can hold, as seasonal place markers of what 
we hold valuable, as aesthetic reminders of values we want to dedicate ourselves to, as moments of shared 
community with like-minded seekers.

It was this uneasy tension in myself that became the underlying quest of the film Kabira Khada Bazaar Mein: 
Journeys with Sacred and Secular Kabir. The film tracks the opposing pulls of the individual and the collective, 
the spiritual and the social, the contrasting calls of autonomy and social authority.

Kabir is unequivocal in emphasizing that all social, spiritual, moral action begins with the individual. And, he is 
equally clear that the authentic spiritual quest of an individual would simultaneously connect her to the commu-
nity, not take her away from it, nor subsume her own identity in it.

Given my mistrust of the culture of gurus in our country, I was surprised on these journeys at being given the 
gift of a guru.  Prahladji, the charismatic village school teacher and folk singer from Malwa, Madhya Pradesh, 
drew me to him precisely because he didn’t set himself up as a guru. He often says that our true guru is beyond 
boundaries and found within ourselves, arising spontaneously in the house of our own experience.  He carries 
his insights with a lightness and shares them with a playful ease and deeply inclusive humility that shows me 
that he is a true sadhak (seeker) himself. I marvelled again – this is not what I expected to find.

******

“MY JOURNEY HAS BEEN A MOVEMENT FROM SELF-RIGHTEOUS-
NESS TOWARDS AMBIGUITY...ON MY DETERMINED QUEST FOR 
CLEAR ANSWERS, DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AND A CONSOLIDATED 
SENSE OF SELF, I FOUND MYSELF MELTING, DISSOLVING, AND BE-
ING PUT INTO A STATE OF VIBRANT NOT-KNOWING. KABIR TAUGHT 
ME TO REST IN THAT SPACE.”

SHABNAM VIRMANI



My journey has been a movement from self-righteousness towards ambiguity. Not a paralyzing kind of ambiguity 
divested of agency, choices or action. But an ambiguity that stems from a healthy appreciation for the mystery of 
our existence, for the mystical and undiscovered dimensions of our inner self, our ajab shahar (wondrous city) as 
Kabir likes to call it. On my determined quest for clear answers, definite knowledge and a consolidated sense of 
self, I found myself melting, dissolving, and being put into a state of vibrant not-knowing. Kabir taught me to rest in 
that space.

After several years of travel filled with the greedy joy of gathering poem after poem, song after song and almost 
400 hours of video footage, when the moment arrived to sit down at the editing table, crisis struck. I tried frantically 
to structure my unwieldy footage and experiences in order to tell a coherent tale. An initial attempt in this direction 
was to categorize the songs into themes – Death, Love, Spiritual Seeking, Social Critique. But curiously I found the 
songs themselves resisting such neat categorization. 

One song would start by inviting you to the city of love, and then every stanza would talk of death. Another song 
would describe inner body meditative experiences and then castigate pundits and mullahs for their violence and 
hypocrisy. That was my first tangible realization of how deeply connected and co-existent these ideas are for Kabir. 
How the inner body realization of our fundamental connection with the cosmos is also the realization of the worth-
lessness of all social divisions.  How confrontation of death is a way to arrive at a different kind of love.

We all experience death as a loss of love, the loss of something we hold valuable. But in Kabir songs, death seems 
to open the gates to the city of love, an arrival into rather than departure from the prem nagari. Perhaps confront-
ing death – not only physical death but all the forms of perishability that mark our lives – perhaps that can take 
away the ever-present fear of loss, the clinging, the deluding ourselves that something is here to stay. Perhaps 
then, death becomes liberating. Then we arrive into a different kind of non-attached, free-flowing love – a love that 
doesn’t shackle us, rather a love that sets us free. Perhaps then we don’t fall in love, we rise in it!

“PERHAPS THEN, DEATH BECOMES LIBERATING. THEN WE ARRIVE 
INTO A DIFFERENT KIND OF NON-ATTACHED, FREE-FLOWING LOVE – 
A LOVE THAT DOESN’T SHACKLE US, RATHER A LOVE THAT SETS US 
FREE. PERHAPS THEN WE DON’T FALL IN LOVE, WE RISE IN IT!

WALKING WITH KABIR
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I continue to dance to the tune of my worldly loves and attachments. I celebrate their arrivals and mourn their 
departures. In the midst of the painful throes of this ava-gaman, this coming and going, this endless spinning 
in cycles of meeting and parting, I seek stillness, a place of no coming or going, ‘no moon no sun, no earth no 
sky’... 

******

I would like to talk about a few other things my journeys taught me, things that didn’t seem at first directly con-
nected with Kabir. 

As a convent-educated, English-speaking person, I found myself connecting with my own native language 
universe in ways I didn’t anticipate, and certainly with a joy that I didn’t expect. I would spend hours on long-
winded road journeys to remote village concerts with folk singer friends, squabbling with camaraderie over word 
meanings. I would find myself poring over song texts with a medieval Hindi dictionary in hand, transcribing and 
excavating with the excitement of an archaeologist, the meanings and nuances of the words and poems. This 
labour was way beyond the needs of my films and sometimes I’d be overcome with a sense of unreality. When 
the sounds and textures of these non-English dialects began to enter me, I realized they were filling up a void 
that I wasn’t even aware existed.

As I ventured into the life of Kabir in the community, I also began to experience a strange tension with my tech-
nology. The presence of my camera seemed to separate me from the action and relegate me to being a passive 
observer. It was not long before I began to steal chances to relinquish the camera, pick up the manjiras, clap 
and join in the singing in a room full of sweaty bhajniks totally intoxicated on the nasha of Kabir.

“AS I VENTURED INTO THE...COMMUNITY, I ALSO BEGAN TO EX-
PERIENCE A STRANGE TENSION...THE PRESENCE OF MY CAMERA 
SEEMED TO SEPARATE ME...IT WAS NOT LONG BEFORE I BEGAN TO 
STEAL CHANCES TO...PICK UP THE MANJIRAS, CLAP AND JOIN IN 
THE SINGING...INTOXICATED ON THE NASHA OF KABIR.”

SHABNAM VIRMANI



Being part of the making process seemed more vital and important than consuming what is made, in my case, 
‘recording’ it. It seemed imperative to be fully enveloped in the live pulsating music, to allow it to infiltrate your very 
pores and have the poetry literally enter your body by singing it. 

Another not unrelated experience was to leave my middle class city world to enter the villages, to experience a 
direct contact with nature, with the tactile physical world. If we’re in a closed car the outer world whizzes by in a 
vague and muffled manner. But if we walk, there is a sense of experiencing the land directly. We sweat in the sun, 
stumble on the rocks, hear the birds, taste the dust, feel the breeze. For me these experiences became insepa-
rable from the experience of Kabir. They were not irrelevant to his poems, their life force. To walk barefoot for three 
days in the village of Damakheda, to eat only once a day and like it, to eat on the earthen floor, to sleep on hay, to 
eat food plucked straight from standing crops in the fields, to wade through rivers with camera on my shoulder, to 
relinquish the desire to cordon myself off from the experience of the tactile, physical world around me.

I realized how the meanings of the songs changed when they entered and inhabited your whole body. I realized how 
too much learning and scholarship can actually be an impediment to intuiting the wisdom of Kabir. Often I’d meet 
an ‘illiterate’ villager who seemed to silently ‘know’ so much more than the voluble pundits of Kabir lost in the maze 
of their own erudition.

Kabir urges us to receive this knowledge by taking the plunge, through direct immersion and participation, through 
a full body experience, by implicating the self with a searing honesty and making it vulnerable. 

I was not surprised to discover recently that one of the root meanings of the term bhakti is ‘participation’. I am not 
surprised that it is the folk music of our villages – with its democratic and inclusive spirit – that has nourished the 

“I REALIZED HOW THE MEANINGS OF THE SONGS CHANGED WHEN 
THEY ENTERED AND INHABITED YOUR WHOLE BODY. I REALIZED HOW 
TOO MUCH LEARNING AND SCHOLARSHIP CAN ACTUALLY BE AN IM-
PEDIMENT TO INTUITING THE WISDOM OF KABIR.”

WALKING WITH KABIR
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bhakti traditions in this country. In the best tradition of the all-night village satsangs and jagrans where this po-
etry flourishes, transmits and is practiced, many boundaries begin to blur – those between singer and listener, 
between singer and song, between self and other, between self and God.
  

*****

And so, people keep asking me, why did you choose Kabir? I find myself struggling to find words. Harangued 
by a journalist recently asking me the same question, I found myself saying, ‘I didn’t choose Kabir. Kabir chose 
me!’ I immediately felt a bit embarrassed but later I thought that the answer was not so off the mark after all. I 
say this not in the self-aggrandizing sense of being the ‘chosen one,’ but in all the humility of feeling blessed, 
with a gift.

I remember being paralyzed by my own ego in the midst of editing the films. The burden of making ‘great’ films, 
of establishing myself as a ‘great’ artist through these works was crushing me. In that moment, it was the word 
‘gift’ that rescued me. I began to see these not as films, but as offerings at some sort of altar of self-inquiry. I 
realized that the gift itself matters less than the spirit of the offering. A burden lifted.

What I realized in that moment was that in some sense, these were not my films at all. They were not something 
I made or earned or chose. They were experiences I received as gifts, from a space that lay beyond the claims 
of my small self. All I had to do now was to pass them on and gift them to others.

Note: This essay was edited by the Editors of Courageous Creativity in collaboration with the author Shabnam Virmani, from the original 

article featured in the January 2010 issue of Seminar magazine.

“IN THE BEST TRADITION OF THE ALL-NIGHT VILLAGE SATSANGS 
AND JAGRANS WHERE THIS POETRY FLOURISHES, TRANSMITS AND 
IS PRACTICED, MANY BOUNDARIES BEGIN TO BLUR – THOSE BE-
TWEEN SINGER AND LISTENER, BETWEEN SINGER AND SONG, BE-
TWEEN SELF AND OTHER, BETWEEN SELF AND GOD.”

SHABNAM VIRMANI



VIBHU IYER
A college-bound senior at Eastside Preparatory School, Vibhu Iyer is a car and Economics 
enthusiast.  He believes that good design and an economic way of thinking can change the 
world for the better. He also learns and performs Hindustani Classical Music.

MY VISION FOR A CAR

“MY CAR WILL HAVE A SIMPLE DESIGN THAT IS MINIMALISTIC 
YET POWERFUL. SWEET DRIVING AND BEAUTIFULLY DETAILED, IT 
WILL TAKE YOU TO PLACES THAT YOU HAVE NEVER BEEN TO.”

“MY CAR WILL HAVE A SIMPLE DESIGN THAT IS MINIMALISTIC 
YET POWERFUL. SWEET DRIVING AND BEAUTIFULLY DETAILED, IT 
WILL TAKE YOU TO PLACES THAT YOU HAVE NEVER BEEN TO.”
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VIBHU IYER

I am an avid car enthusiast and enjoy all the marvels that automotive engineering has given us, everything from 
air-suspension to twin-turbocharging to the lively debates that happen when people discuss two mechanically 
similar cars, and the possibility of fitting in as many pointless gadgets into a car as possible. However, I realize 
that the rising cost of car ownership is prohibitive to many. Cars are expensive to produce and own and com-
bine that with an unstable economy, we see the number of prospective car buyers fall into smaller and smaller 
brackets. 

My vision for a new car is one that is exciting to enthusiasts, beneficial for the industry and affordable to the 
average American. People will be willing to buy a new car if it is designed and distributed with a sense of human 
values and a taste for quality. The design of my car will reflect the integrity of its parts. The Vitamobile K800 with 
its reasonable price tag, easy maintenance, lightweight body and quality parts, will be just as satisfying to own 
as it will be to drive. 

Vitamobile K800 is priced between $10,000 and $20,000, significantly lower than the average new car price 
of about $31,000 today. Studies show that the average income of Americans is $51,000 and people would 
be stretching their budgets if monthly car payments comprised more than 10% of their salaries. So, a person 
in this income bracket could comfortably spend up to $17,000 on a car, provided the loan is 48 months. This 
makes buying the car affordable for many. The 10 year -100,000 mile warranty will be an additional bonus.

In the design of an affordable car, the initial cost is a small part of the story. Gasoline, maintenance and insur-
ance are what comprise a large part of the owner’s transportation expenses. Insurance costs directly correlate 
to the safety of a car. The Vitamobile is made out of plastic, which has the potential to be as strong as steel. 
Another innovative safety feature of the car are external airbags. These airbags will inflate in a side impact of 
over 20mph, and will minimize the impact damage on the car. The car will be cheap to repair for the insurance

“MY VISION FOR A NEW CAR IS ONE THAT IS EXCITING TO ENTHU-
SIASTS, BENEFICIAL FOR THE INDUSTRY AND AFFORDABLE TO THE 
AVERAGE AMERICAN...THE DESIGN OF MY CAR WILL REFLECT THE 
INTEGRITY OF ITS PARTS.”



MY VISION FOR A CAR

company. Plastic helps here, as it is also less prone to scratches, is cheaper to manufacture, making it cheaper to 
replace parts in the event of a collision. Also, the external airbags minimize the impact of the body panels in the first 
place. 

Maintenance is a crucial component of car ownership. Add to that the hassle of going to the car dealership to get 
the car serviced. Luckily, the Vitamobile’s design requires minimal servicing and maintenance. The engine is a 0.8 
liter turbocharged boxer two-cylinder. I have chosen this particular engine as it is compact, cheap to produce, and 
has high longevity. The engine is designed to last 300,000 miles with 10,000 mile oil change intervals which could 
be performed by anyone. In addition to this, the tires and brake pads are designed to last 100,000 miles as well.

The car is designed to be serviced with the most basic tools, and the owner could access the information from the 
service manual app on an iPad. The app provides not only information on how to service the car, but also informa-
tion on why servicing your car this way is important. For example, the ground clearance of the car is high, so you 
could change the oil without lifting the car. 

The performance of the Vitamobile is awesome as well. While it is no sports car, it will be faster than most average 
mid-size sedans on the market today. Weighing at just 1500 pounds, the car will have the ability to accelerate from 
0 to 60 miles per hour in 8 seconds, even though the engine has only two cylinders and 80 horsepower. While the 
steering is electric, it provides a weighty feel reminiscent of most hydraulic steering racks. This will lure car enthusi-
asts on a budget for sure.

I will partner with Fuji Heavy Industries (Subaru, Toyota, Scion, etc) to help with the production of the mechanical 
components of this car, and with Mitsubishi Heavy Industries to assist with the development of the turbocharger 
and the electrical components.

“IN THE DESIGN OF AN AFFORDABLE CAR, THE INITIAL COST IS A 
SMALL PART OF THE STORY... THE VITAMOBILE IS MADE OUT OF PLAS-
TIC, WHICH HAS THE POTENTIAL TO BE AS STRONG AS STEEL. AN-
OTHER INNOVATIVE SAFETY FEATURE OF THE CAR ARE EXTERNAL AIR-
BAGS.”
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VIBHU IYER

What is the point of a car that is affordable to own and drive if it looks and feels lame? The Vitamobile will have 
single piece glass doors and a panoramic glass roof. The interior will consist of a sleek dashboard containing 
just an air-conditioning unit and a charging port for an iPad. The iPad will provide controls for the speedometer, 
audio system, and other commands. 

Soft touch biodegradable plastics also make this car feel more inviting. The interior space with a total volume 
of 80 cubic feet and a height of 60 inches will be spacious enough to hold all your thoughts. Leonardo Da Vinci 
said, “Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.” My car will have a simple design that is minimalistic yet power-
ful. Sweet driving and beautifully detailed, it will take you to places that you have never been to. 

“THE VITAMOBILE WILL HAVE SINGLE PIECE GLASS DOORS AND A 
PANORAMIC GLASS ROOF. THE INTERIOR WILL CONSIST OF A SLEEK 
DASHBOARD CONTAINING JUST AN AIR-CONDITIONING UNIT AND A 
CHARGING PORT FOR AN IPAD.”



John was born in Istanbul, Turkey and moved to the US as a 10 year old. He grew up in the 
Seattle area, studied at the University of Washington where he met his wife Gul. John has 
worked as a software engineer in Seattle for 15 years and currently works as a technical 
program manager at Amazon. His son Ozan is 12, and daughter Nur is 8 years old.

Art on this page: Ozan & Nur as Playing Cards

SANDWICH ART

“I BEGAN DRAWING SOME OF THEIR FAVORITE CHARACTERS 
FROM MOVIES, CARTOONS, VIDEO GAMES, INTERNET MEMES, 
COMICS ON THEIR SANDWICH BAGS AS LITTLE LUNCHTIME 
LOVE NOTES TO MY KIDS.” 

“I BEGAN DRAWING SOME OF THEIR FAVORITE CHARACTERS 
FROM MOVIES, CARTOONS, VIDEO GAMES, INTERNET MEMES, 
COMICS ON THEIR SANDWICH BAGS AS LITTLE LUNCHTIME 
LOVE NOTES TO MY KIDS.”

JOHN SUBAYKAN
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JOHN SUBAYKAN

Grinch Steals Nur, birthday

Grumpy Cat Hates Sandwiches

Ozan & Nur as Lego Figures

Chinese New Year, 2012

Mayan Doomsday, 2012

Collage- 1, 2012



SANDWICH ART
In 2011 when my son Ozan was in 3rd grade and my daughter Nur in preschool, I began drawing 
some of their favorite characters from movies, cartoons, video games, internet memes, comics on 
their sandwich bags as little lunchtime love notes to my kids. I posted photos of these online and was 
surprised by how many friends took a liking to this endeavor. I also loved hearing that their friends 
and teachers were enjoying seeing the drawings. 

Over the next few years, I used this labor of love as a channel to improve my illustration skills and 
a way to keep connected to what my kids were watching on television. I would find out what new 
animated shows they were watching, then make drawings with characters from those shows. It also 
allowed me to make creative commemorations of birthdays, holidays, or hot topics like the Mayan 
doomsday of December 2012 and a drawing of Sesame Street’s Big Bird after he was mentioned 
in a presidential debate. Some of my favorites were the ones where I incorporated my kids into the 
drawings.

It takes between 30 minutes to an hour, depending on the complexity of the drawing, to complete 
each of these. My reward for that time is seeing their smiles when they open the fridge in the morn-
ing to get their lunch packed before school. I have collected as many of these sandwich bags as I 
could and have made framed collages which hang on the wall in the play room where they spend 
most of their time together. My hope is that they will look at these occasionally when they have grown 
up and smile like they did when they were kids, getting ready for school.

The entire collection of my sandwich bag art drawings can be seen here: 
http://sandwichbagart.subaykan.com
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“THOUGH WE’D BEEN THINKING ABOUT DOING THIS TYPE OF 
PROJECT FOR SOME TIME, WE DIDN’T REALLY KNOW IF WE HAD 
THE SKILLS OR EXPERIENCE TO PULL IT OFF. WHAT WE DID HAVE 
WAS A CLEAR VISION, TO NURTURE STORYTELLING AS AN ENVI-
RONMENT FOR HEALING AND KIND EDUCATION.”

“THOUGH WE’D BEEN THINKING ABOUT DOING THIS TYPE OF 
PROJECT FOR SOME TIME, WE DIDN’T REALLY KNOW IF WE HAD 
THE SKILLS OR EXPERIENCE TO PULL IT OFF. WHAT WE DID HAVE 
WAS A CLEAR VISION, TO NURTURE STORYTELLING AS AN ENVI-
RONMENT FOR HEALING AND KIND EDUCATION.”

QUEER IN.SIGHT

Rukie likes envisioning, and thinking practically about implementing those visions. She has 
written a lot for someone who claims not to be a writer. She enjoys watching Bollywood movies, 
sewing, taking naps, smiling, and laughing. 

Aparajeeta, also known as Sasha, is a writer (and reader) interested in storytelling through the 
languages of personal narrative, fiction, poetry, comics, graphic novels, and those oral moments 
over a cup of chai. She sees storytelling as a way of exploring the worlds in us and around us.

RUKIE HARTMAN & APARAJEETA “SASHA” DUTTCHOUDHURY



QUEER IN.SIGHT

“MOST OF OUR EXPERIENCES WITH QUEER AND TRANSGENDER COM-
MUNITIES FELT SO SEPARATE FROM OUR FAMILIES...WE NEEDED TO 
REALLY LOOK DEEPLY INTO WHAT OUR FAMILIES MEANT TO US.”

In June 2014, we set out to create an anthology written by queer and transgender South Asians, highlighting their 
relationships with family. 

After graduating from college, we had found ourselves feeling disconnected from the communities we were once 
deeply immersed in. The world of adulthood turned out to be far more isolating than we had imagined it would be. 
With this lack of structure came both anxiety as well as possibility. We started thinking more deeply about what 
we really wanted our connections to community to be like in our new adult, post-college, lives. 

Most of our experiences with queer and transgender communities felt so separate from our families. Our time 
after graduating allowed us to reflect on these relationships, and gave us the perspective we needed to really look 
deeply into what our families meant to us and how they needed to overlap with our communities in order for us to 
feel whole. 

Having Desi allies in our lives made us realize the possibility of change within our own families. There was a kind 
of hopefulness to this place in our lives that really brought forth the kind loving energy that fueled this project. 
This was a chance to lay our own foundation, and to define how and who constituted family and community. 
Though we’d been thinking about doing this type of project for some time, we didn’t really know if we had the 
skills or experience to pull it off. What we did have was a clear vision, to nurture storytelling as an environment 
for healing and kind education. 

We envisioned people giving and receiving from this process which would include an online writing workshop 
where contributors could write and edit their personal stories alongside one another. We imagined our contribu-
tors building connections through the editing process and through readership, where these stories could be a 
resource for our South Asian communities to learn more about queer and transgender experiences. And now, as 
we come to a point in our project where we can breathe, celebrate, and process how far we’ve come, we can 
clearly see that allowing our intentions to guide us made our project blossom in ways we couldn’t have imagined.
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From the beginning, we chose a writing workshop model, in which for ten weeks, we along with our contribu-
tors, followed different writing prompts, discussed different topics and ideas with one another through an online 
forum, and edited and offered feedback on each other’s work. We chose this process over a more traditional 
approach, in which contributors submit pieces and the editors decide who gets published and who doesn’t. The 
idea of turning someone away when they’d spent time writing their truth and being vulnerable in a way that is 
valuable to our communities simply didn’t sit well with us. 

We didn’t really know who would want to, or have time to participate in a writing workshop but this model 
aligned with our vision of a community building project that serves both the writer and the reader. While this 
would require more from us and our contributors, we believed in our vision and the need for this project. 

Especially given the topic of family, we knew our contributors would need emotional support in addition to story 
development support. The fact that we were writing about family, for many of us in our group, was new terrain. 
To our knowledge, what we were attempting was fairly new. Not only were we wanting to talk about family rela-
tionships honestly, we also wanted to share these stories so that we could help build and heal our relationships 
with family and community. 

Once we developed the foundation for our project, we began to think about how we would outreach to potential 
contributors. In drafting our application, we didn’t prioritize asking questions one might ask in order to weed out 
applicants; instead we asked questions that would help us continue visioning. 

There were no check boxes or fill-in-the-blanks. We wanted our anthology to be open to the vast spectrums of 
all that queer and transgender South Asians encompass, so creating an application that exemplified this open-
ness felt like a priority. We prompted applicants to explore open-ended questions: Tell us who you are in rela-
tionship to this project. In what ways will the vision of this project help you with personal growth? Detail a 

“WE KNEW OUR CONTRIBUTORS WOULD NEED EMOTIONAL SUP-
PORT IN ADDITION TO STORY DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT. THE FACT 
THAT WE WERE WRITING ABOUT FAMILY, FOR MANY OF US IN OUR 
GROUP, WAS NEW TERRAIN.”

RUKIE HARTMAN & “SASHA” DUTTCHOUDHURY



“READING OUR COMPILED WORK REALLY MOVED US; TO SEE OUR 
OWN GROWTH AND TO SHARE IN THE GROWTH OF OTHERS WAS TO 
SEE OUR VISION IN ACTION... OUR COLLECTIVE VISION FOR THIS AN-
THOLOGY IS OUR CONTRIBUTION TO A LEGACY OF TRUTH TELLING.”

few ideas of what you may want to write about. What are you hoping families will get out of the story you will be 
contributing? 

These questions helped discern both what contributors would give and get out of participating. When we sat 
down to read the applications, we were blown away! To many of our applicants we were complete strangers, and 
yet there was so much vulnerability being shared with us. In reading the applications and getting a sense of our 
contributors we realized one of the goals of our vision was to tell our truths without disengaging from our relation-
ships to family or community. 

Though we had kindled this vision, we knew that once we had contributors who wanted to help make this vision 
come true, it would no longer be just our vision. It would become a vision that encompassed the energy and 
needs that brought people into our circle to share their story. 

Before delving into our writing, our contributors got acquainted with each other through weekly discussion 
prompts on an online forum. Connections between us grew as we shared our first drafts in small editing cohorts, 
where each week we would edit someone’s work and receive edits on our work. This was a fantastic way to en-
gage with our contributors because it invited multiple voices, thoughts, and ideas into each story, and it gave us 
all a little more stake in the project process. Reading our compiled work really moved us; to see our own growth 
and to share in the growth of others was to see our vision in action.

Our contributors were eager to be part of this project because just like us, the opportunity to collaborate with oth-
er queer and transgender South Asians seemed mythical. And the truth is that the vision for this project started 
in the hearts of queer and transgender South Asians who came before us. We’ve admired work by comedians, 
poets, playwrights, fiction writers, performers, memoirists, and essayists who ache with the need to share their 
truths. Our collective vision for this anthology is our contribution to a legacy of truth telling. 

**This anthology will be published by Flying Chickadee in Spring 2015.

QUEER IN.SIGHT
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Paula was born in Syracuse, New York. After getting her B.F.A. in Painting from the State Univer-
sity of New York she continued her studies at the Accademia delle Belle Arti in Urbino, Italy. In 
1980 she returned to the San Francisco Bay Area, where she won the New Langton Arts/Swig 
Watkins Award, then moved back to Italy in 1993. There she co-founded the Geological Obser-
vatory of Coldigioco. Paula’s work has been displayed in several exhibitions in the United States 
and Europe. Her new work is in an exhibition collaborating with a 12 week course of environ-
mental studies with the Association of Midwestern Colleges from the U.S.A., titled Take and Give. 
and a pivotal time in man’s rapport with the Earth.  See more: http://www.paulametallo.com

Image this page: Paula’s Art: Making Apples (see discussion on p. 39)Image this page: Paula’s Art: Making Apples (see discussion on p. 39)

IN DIALOGUE WITH
PAULA METALLO

“I THINK THE MOTIVATION COMES FROM, ABOVE ALL, A NEED IN-
SIDE ME. PERHAPS IT HAS SOMETHING TO DO WITH HEALING. NOT 
HEALING LIKE CLOSING UP A WOUND, BUT BECOMING SOUND, BY 
TOUCHING THE WHOLE PICTURE.”

“I THINK THE MOTIVATION COMES FROM, ABOVE ALL, A NEED IN-
SIDE ME. PERHAPS IT HAS SOMETHING TO DO WITH HEALING. NOT 
HEALING LIKE CLOSING UP A WOUND, BUT BECOMING SOUND, BY 
TOUCHING THE WHOLE PICTURE.”



Sharmishtha – Thank you Paula for agreeing to do this interview for Courageous Creativity. I have been inspired by 
your work when visiting your studio over the years and I really cherish the opportunity to ask you more about it today. 

Paula – Well, it is really wonderful for me to have people visit my studio, especially intermittently over the years. It’s 
great for me to get their reaction, their feedback. And I am happy to talk to you about my work today!

Sharmishtha – That brings me to my first question. I am guessing you spend many lonely moments in your studio 
in the tiny remote village of Coldigioco. Where do you get the inspiration and motivation to do your work?
 
Paula – I think the motivation comes from, above all, a need inside me. Perhaps it has something to do with healing. 
Not healing like closing up a wound, but becoming sound, by touching the whole picture. 

It’s a creative need that I can remember from as far back as a small child. I remember as an eight-year-old, sitting 
on top of the steps at my house, being captivated by the pattern on the curtains. I had such a strong need to draw 
that pattern! I think that’s when I realized that having a devoted attention to what was around me and representing it 
through my art was important to me. 

Sharmishtha – Please tell me some more about the healing aspect that you just brought up...

Paula – I believe there’s always a reason for anything someone does with a passion. I think this passion comes from 
a deep need. For me, for example, my art fulfilled my need for finding my own space in a very large family. I set up 
my studio in the cellar and would go find my quiet moments there when everyone else was watching TV.  

PAULA METALLO

“I ALSO USED THE WORD HEALING BECAUSE...WHEN I DO ART THERAPY 
WITH A VARIETY OF PEOPLE, INCLUDING CHILDREN WITH DOWN’S SYN-
DROME, OR ADULTS WITH SCHIZOPHRENIA OR DEPRESSION...THEY SAID 
THINGS LIKE - ‘THIS PLACE FEELS LIKE A FAMILY TO ME’ OR ‘HERE I DO 
THINGS I LIKE TO DO.’”
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I also used the word healing because I witness that when I do art therapy with a variety of people, including chil-
dren with Down’s syndrome, or adults with schizophrenia or depression. When I asked them why they are there, 
they said things like - “This place feels like a family to me” or “Here I do things I like to do”. When they asked 
me why I am there I said, “Because it helps me with the rest of my life. It puts into perspective those things that 
seem like problems but are not”. Once again it allows me to consider things in a wholesome way.
 
It’s amazing for me to see the effects of art therapy on the people I have worked with over a period of 19 years.  
We’ve done some incredible things together. We’re now doing our second play “Felice di Stare Quaggiù”, which 
means “Happy to be down here”, a spin-off from a line from an Italian song, Volare, that speaks about flying. We 
made everything for the play, the costumes, the scenery, over a period of two-and-a-half years! The play was 
about evolution and every Tuesday, we would capture one piece of evolution. I had to find creative ways to bring 
across complex concepts to them. For example, we started off with the Big Bang, where we made party hats and 
I filmed them popping a balloon. Some of them were really afraid to pop the balloon…it was wonderful to watch 
their expressions in the film later!

When we came to the evolution of humans, we started talking about inventiveness, which I told them was like 
flying in your mind! This topic, how man’s urge towards inventiveness can also result in tragedy, was coinciden-
tally the theme I was exploring at the time in my studio. 

Sharmishtha – Would you say coincidences are important for you?

Paula – Well, what I see in a lot of creative people, especially those who do scientific research around Coldi-
gioco, is that they pay close attention to coincidences.

Sharmishtha – I had read in an article about Coldigioco that the foundation of it involved a big coincidence. Can 
you please tell me more?

IN DIALOGUE WITH...

“WHAT I SEE IN A LOT OF CREATIVE PEOPLE, ESPECIALLY THOSE 
WHO DO SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AROUND COLDIGIOCO, IS THAT 
THEY PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO COINCIDENCES.”



Paula – Yes, it’s true. When (my husband) Sandro and I came back from the US to Coldigioco and saw the house 
we now live in, it was in complete shambles, with trees and shrubs growing everywhere. But soon after entering the 
house, Sandro told me he had the sense he had been there before! 

I thought he was just saying so because he wanted to live there, but it turned out the house had been a special 
school and the school Sandro studied at in Ancona (a big city not far from Coldigioco), was its sister school, where 
they each had pen pals. It is with the new teaching methods that he learned an open-minded way of thinking, which 
is what drew him to start Coldigioco.

Sharmishtha – How about you? How was it for you to move from the US to a ruin in the middle of nowhere in Italy 
to start a life from scratch?

Paula – The first few years were very difficult for me and brought me close to a nervous breakdown. It was unknown 
territory and I preferred to drag my feet in the familiar, in Berkeley, where I felt secure and comfortable. But the big 
change that we made together in the end brought me even closer to Sandro. I think sometimes big bold life changes 
speed up transformations in relationships that need to happen. 

Sharmishtha – How did coming through these really difficult times influence your art?

Paula – Good question! I’ve thought about this often…I think it influenced my art in two major ways. When I left 
Berkeley, I won an important award for my work. So it was hard for me to leave and I was afraid it might be a bad 
career move. But now I realize that coming to Coldigioco really helped me to continuously evolve in my work. I have 
to work really hard to get shows, but I have the freedom to do the work I want to. 

When I left Berkeley, I was working with circles, including elements of American folk art. When I came here, I realized 
that a circle with nothing in it is a hole, and that’s the way I felt at the time. So that led me to an interesting concept

“...I REALIZED THAT A CIRCLE WITH NOTHING IN IT IS A HOLE, AND 
THAT’S THE WAY I FELT AT THE TIME. SO THAT LED ME TO AN INTER-
ESTING CONCEPT IN MY WORK: THE COMPARISON BETWEEN HOLE AND 
WHOLE, WHICH ARE TWO SIDES OF THE SAME THING, EMPTY OR FULL.”

PAULA METALLO
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in my work: the comparison between HOLE and WHOLE, which are two sides of the same thing, empty or full. 

And then a strange coincidence happened! While cleaning up one of the rooms in Coldigioco where we were 
housing students, I found a package of Hygenic toilet seat covers that someone had left behind. They were hole 
covers and made of a thin plastic I really liked! I brought them back to the studio and started fervently paint-
ing on them, and this went on to be my first important show in Italy. I called the show “On the Hole” or in Italian 
“Tutto sommato”, which means “everything considered”. This project turned out to be my remedy. One might say 
I filled my hole. 

Sharmishtha – As far as I know, the word healing literally means to become whole again. So it’s fascinating 
that your healing came from working on “On the hole”!

Paula – Wow, that’s fascinating! Another coincidence! Weird, huh?

Sharmishtha – So tell me more about the projects you are working on now…

Paula – I have been working on the concept of Give and Take, where I have researched environmental issues 
and that is what touches me most at the moment. I want to “put back something that we have lost”, in the holes 
left behind on Earth and in human societies. We have taken so much from the place we live in, and in a naïve 
way, I want to give back some of it symbolically through my art.  

In relation with this, I have become very interested in Native American culture. Their land was so strongly con-
nected with their spirituality, the way they lived, the way they thought. This land was taken away and changed 
drastically, so it can never be “given back” in the true sense.  So what I am trying to do through my art is to “give

IN DIALOGUE WITH...

“I HAVE BEEN WORKING ON THE CONCEPT OF GIVE AND TAKE, 
WHERE I HAVE RESEARCHED ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES AND THAT IS 
WHAT TOUCHES ME MOST AT THE MOMENT. I WANT TO “PUT BACK 
SOMETHING THAT WE HAVE LOST”, IN THE HOLES LEFT BEHIND ON 
EARTH AND IN HUMAN SOCIETIES.”



back”. One example is my collage of Mt. Rushmore where I put back the rocks that were blasted off of it. 

I’ve also been making collages of slow, handmade contrasted with fast change. For example, the Tower of Babylon 
next to a hand-weaved basket. I am interested in collages because they fit in with the concept of give and take; you 
cut something out and put something else in. 

And, I find it intriguing that after all, Frankenstein is actually a collage. Mary Shelley, the author, examines the imagi-
nation’s monstrous possibilities and man’s over reaching.  I made some stitched collages that speak about drastic 
change.

Sharmishtha –  The last time I visited your studio, I saw your project “Making Apples”, which intrigued me. Can you 
tell me more about that?

Paula – I am interested in working with different materials, especially using everyday things. I always wanted to 
make apple heads, which is a method I learned about in a book about making American Folk dolls. When I was re-
searching Native American history, I found out that one of the laws for assimilation was called Making Apples, which 
meant, to “let the native children remain red on the outside but change them to become white on the inside”. 

My first reaction was one of horror and disgust. But then I realized that the men making these laws had no idea of 
how to rear children, let alone children from a different culture. I made heads made of apples representing Native 
Americans, adding collage elements to them, and took time-lapse pictures as the apples matured naturally. It was 
fascinating to see what happened to the apples over time and how they visually represent the concept that forced 
assimilation can be like withering. This was one of those ‘Wow’ moments for me in the studio. 

“WHEN I WAS RESEARCHING NATIVE AMERICAN HISTORY, I FOUND OUT 
THAT ONE OF THE LAWS FOR ASSIMILATION WAS CALLED MAKING AP-
PLES, WHICH MEANT, TO ‘LET THE NATIVE CHILDREN REMAIN RED ON THE 
OUTSIDE BUT CHANGE THEM TO BECOME WHITE ON THE INSIDE’.”

PAULA METALLO
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Sharmishtha –  I see that you love your time in your studio! What is important for you when you display your 
art?

Paula – For me a room where my art is arranged is a canvas in itself- it becomes another piece of art. Arranging 
art for shows is often a process of give and take, especially while sharing the space with other artists. Some-
times I have to give up one of my favorite pieces of work because it doesn’t fit in harmoniously into the space. 

Then there is the part of having people see the art. I think as artists we have a similar impulse to share as ac-
tors do. However, an artist doesn’t have to be there personally during the show and also doesn’t get applause. 
Whereas for an actor the applause may be the climax of their work, for me the climax is being in the studio. 

It’s those moments in the studio, like discovering a use for the apples that keep me going. These are Solo mo-
ments and I can’t really share the feeling with others. But there is a second kind of applause. I like being around 
the people looking at my art. Sometimes I ask myself why I show my art to others when the work in the studio 
is what satisfies me the most. I think it goes back to a basic need. I’ve always known that there are two sides to 
everything and I like to share this wholeheartedly with others. 

IN DIALOGUE WITH...

“IT’S THOSE MOMENTS IN THE STUDIO, LIKE DISCOVERING A USE 
FOR THE APPLES THAT KEEP ME GOING. THESE ARE SOLO MO-
MENTS AND I CAN’T REALLY SHARE THE FEELING WITH OTHERS. 
BUT THERE IS A SECOND KIND OF APPLAUSE. I LIKE BEING AROUND 
THE PEOPLE LOOKING AT MY ART.”



PAULA METALLO

On the Hole or Tutto sommato (Italian), Art on Toilet Plastic Covers, Series (See discussion on pp. 37-38)
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PHOTOGRAPHY
WILLOW PAULE
Willow is a photographer and educator who splits her time between the US and Southeast 
Asia. After gaining experience working in social work and educational settings, she focused 
on photographing people’s stories in Indonesia and the US. Willow is a Fulbright alumna and 
she teaches elementary photography courses in Phoenix, USA and Lopburi, Thailand. Her 
images are used by Indonesian and American nonprofits and human rights organizations and 
have been exhibited in the US and Indonesia. She contributes to The Jakarta Post and Inside 
Indonesia. Visit her website: www.willowpaule.com or her blog: www.willowpaule.com/blog
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